In a similar vein, ......

ten twenty thirty forty fifty sixty seventy eighty ninety hundred
9 dexterity envy funny hefty infinity testy tightest trendy worthy

one ten hundred thousand
3 dent shoehorn undaunted

one ten hundred thousand million
3 muddled shoehorn unintentional

What improvements can *Word Ways* readers find? How about other groupings of cardinal numbers (eg Fibonacci numbers)? How do the minimum sets change if zero or nought is admitted? Anyone care to venture beyond the cardinal numbers and investigate solutions for the ordinal numbers?

*Footnote:*
All the words in this article can be found in Webster’s Third Edition, with the following exceptions:
Webster’s Second Edition
Random House Dictionary
Oxford English Dictionary

hoten, noneffe, outrows, overfee, overintense, yentnite
Nineve, overviolent, Vinethene
enfeoff, foreteeth (hyphenated as a main entry, but spelled solidly in two of the illustrative quotations)
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Loose and bound
Bodies found –
All must sew
Shrouds-to-go –
Maybe chimes
Fit the crimes!